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What's
happening
to film

speeds?
An explanation from Kodak Limited addressed
especially to photographers who own exposure
meters or cameras with built-in meters including automatic cameras. It should
interest all other photographers, too.

Kodak Limited London

Those little figures on the cartons ....
Let's assume that you regularly buy Kodak 'Verichrome' Pan Film.
Since fairly recently, you have been accustomed to seeing a film speed
reference printed on the carton, reading like this:1 ASA 80 I B.S. 30° I DIN 20° I

You know (we hope) that these film speed numbers or Exposure Indices
are important. You have to know the speed of the film you are using
in order to set your exposure meter and so obtain correctly exposed
pictures. If you own a fully-automatic camera, the kind with which
"you set the film speed and the camera does the rest", it's doubly important to set the correct film speed, since with many of these cameras
there are no visible shutter-speed or aperture scales for you to check
your exposure settings. So it's understandable that you should be
worried if the familiar speed numbers were to change suddenly ...

All change
Any day now (or perhaps it's already happened), you will buy a 'Verichrome' Pan Film with this printed on the carton:Meter settings for minimum exposure
ASA 125/5° B.S. 32°
22 DIN

Bafiled? Have a look at the other types of 'Kodak' black-and-white
film:

I ASA 25 I B.S. 25 I DIN 15 I
now it is marked IASA 40/3·5° I B.S. 27° I 17 DIN f

'Panatomic-X' Film used to;:rked

'Plus-X' PanFilmusedtobemarked

0

0

I ASA 80 I B.S. 30° I DIN 20° I

now it is marked f ASA 160/5·5°

I B.S. 33° I 23 DIN

l ASA 200 I B.S. 34° I DIN 24° I
now it is marked IASA 400/7° I B.S. 37° I 27 DIN

'Tri-X' Pan Film used to be marked

'Royal-X' Pan Film has never had a film speed reference printed on the
carton, but the instruction leaflet used formerly to give the official Exposure Index as ASA 650 8.S. 39° DIN 29°. New instruction leaflets
to be packed in future will give ASA 1250/8·5° 8.5. 42° 32 DIN.

(Thinks) What exactly is going on? Have Kodak invented a boosting
agent to add to all their emulsions? Does this change mean I should
cut all my exposures by half? And what are those funny degree-figures
after the ASA speed numbers?
Let's try to answer all these questions.

The new film speeds- in brief
The American Standard for determining Exposure Indices (as film
speeds are officially termed) has recently been revised. It lays down
new techniques for assessing speeds, which come up with new, different
answers. A similar revision to the corresponding British Standard is
expected in the near future.
The former national standards - which established the speed of 'Verichrome' Pan Film as ASA 80 B.S. 30° DIN 20° - included a 21
times "safety factor". This meant that when you based your exposure
on a meter setting of 80 ASA, etc., you were probably giving just over
twice the exposure that was strictly necessary.
The purpose of this safety factor was to ensure that the amateur would
get the highest possible proportion of successful contact prints - especially when he was estimating exposures from tables or calculators,
with which the margin of error in assessing the various factors is pretty
high. But nowadays the majority of photographers just want to know
what speed to set on their meter (or even directly on the camera) and
are able to measure illumination or subject brightness with much greater
consistency. So now the safety factor is hardly needed; what's more,
by avoiding over-exposure, you get better-quality negatives, with improved sharpness and less grain: factors which are of major importance
when enlarged prints from small negatives are the order of the day.
For these reasons, the film speeds as determined by the new standard
do not contain any appreciable safety factor.
You may have noticed that for some time now Kodak have bee~ quoting dual speed
numbers on their film instruction leaflets and roll-film backing papers (although not
on film cartons). For example ('Tri-X' Pan Film): ASA 200-400 B.S. 34°-37°
DIN 24°-27°. This expedient in effect represented an anticipation of the new American Standard. The new ASA speed numbers are in most cases equal to the higher
figures previously quoted.
·

This is why the speed numbers of 'Kodak' black-and-white films have

been increased. The use of these new film speeds does not mean that
the films themselves have been altered;* it is only the numbers which
have been changed, by dropping most of the unnecessary safety factor.
Note also that these changes apply only to "continuous-tone monochrome negative materials", meaning the normal types of film you
use for taking black-and-white pictures. The meter settings for colour
and reversal films (which never did include such a safety factor) have
not been altered.
*Do we mean what we say? After we have been insisting that the use of
the new film speeds does not indicate a change in the material, you may
think that we are being rather inconsistent when you see that the first
quantities of 'Tri-X' Pan Film and 'Plus-X' Pan Film to appear on the
British market with the revised speed numbers are prominently labelled
"IMPROVED TYPE"; have we been fooling you? Honest, we haven't:
the "improvements" relate primarily to the grain and definition
properties of these films. When tested under the same conditions, the old
and new films are virtually identical in speed.

As you were
If you are already perfectly satisfied with your negatives and the prints
resulting from them, there is really no need for you to alter your working methods in the slightest. In fact, if you still work from tables or
calculating devices, the lower Exposure Indices may .well be safer for
you. But if you are interested in getting big enlargements from small
negatives, try setting your exposure meter or camera to the new film
speed numbers - you may well notice improvements in definition and
graininess; what's more, you will be able to use a smaller lens aperture
or a faster shutter speed, which in itself should improve the sharpness
of your prints.

Daylight=tungsten light
Another feature of the new film speeds is that, for panchromatic
materials (which covers all 'Kodak' amateur black-and-white films),
separate indices are no longer given for exposure to tungsten lamps.
Experience has shown that both exposure meter photo-cells and
panchromatic films have a sufficiently similar response to daylight and
tungsten light to permit the same meter setting to be used for both types
of lighting. With blue-sensitive and orthochromatic materials (now restricted to the specialist user), it is of course still necessary to use lower
speed numbers for tungsten illumination.

A look into the future

40/3·5°
200/6°

The figures in degrees following the oblique stroke in the ASA speed
are the Speed Values for use with a completely new method of measuring and setting exposure. This is an additive system, already known
in some circles as the APEX system. With this, the illumination will
be measured in terms of Brightness Values; when the Brightness Value
of the light is added to the Speed Value of the film, the result is the Exposure Value required. There is no real need to bother about this at
the moment, since no cameras or exposure meters designed for use
with this system are as yet commonly available. Kodak Limited are
publishing these Speed Values now so that they will be familiar to you
when they become of practical value; in the meantime you need only
take note of the speed number preceding the oblique stroke. Note also
that although it is only for black-and-white negative films that the
speeds have been increased, the Speed Values will eventually be quoted
for all materials, including colour and reversal films.

To sum up
The new film speed numbers:-

*
*
*
*

will lead to somewhat less dense negatives, with finer grain
and increased sharpness;
have been arrived at by dropping most of the unnecessary
safety factor included in the former exposure indices;
do not mean that the film has been altered;
apply only to continuous-tone black-and-white
negative materials.

Remember, these film speed numbers are only guides to help you set
your exposure meter so as to provide negatives of the best possible
quality. If you find that, with your preferred development technique,
your negatives are consistently too thin, then increase exposure by
using a lower number; if they are too dense, reduce exposure by using
a higher number.

New speed numbers for 'Kodak' films and plates
roll films

40/3 ·5°
125/5°
400/7°
400/7°
1250/8·5°

log
27°
32°
37°
37°
42°

40/3 ·5°
160/5 ·5°
400/7°
50/4°

27°
33°
37°
28°

17
23
27
18

160/5 ·5°
200/6°
400/7°
1250/8·5°

33°
34°
37°
42°

23
24
27
32

ASA

'Panatomic-X'
'Verichrome' Pan
'Tri-X' Pan
'Tri-X' Pan Professional
'Royal-X' Pan

B.S.

DIN

17
22
27
27
32

miniature films
'Panatomic-X'
'Plus-X' Pan
'Tri-X' Pan
Quick Finish Pan

sheet films
Panchromatic
'Plus-X'
'Super-XX'
'Panchro-Royal'
'Royal-X' Pan
Orthochromatic
and blue-sensitive
Commercial Ortho
'Ortho-Royal'
Commercial Fine Grain

DAYLIGHT
ASA

50/4°
400/7°
50/4°

log
28°
37°
28°

B.S.

TUNGSTEN LIGHT
DIN

log
23°
35°
21°

B.S.

ASA

18
27
18

16/2°
250/6°
10/1 ·5°

DIN

13
25
11

plates
Panchromatic
P. 300
P. 900
P. 1200
P. 1600
Orthochromatic
0. 250
0. 800

27°
31°
37°
37°

40/3 ·5°
100/5°
400/7°
400/7°

TUNGSTEN LIGHT

DAYLIGHT

20/2·5°
250/6°

24°
35°

17
21
27
27

14
25

8/1°
125/5°

20°
32°
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